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What is “forensic evidence?”

• DNA

• Toxicology/drug 
testing

• Sexual and physical 
assault exams
• Ballistics and firearms

• Digital forensics

• Fingerprint evidence

•Wildlife forensics
• Other areas:  hair 

sample, footprint 
analysis, tire tracks, 
etc.



Forensic evidence can convict the guilty 
and exonerate the innocent.



DNA profiling first 
used: 1986

After solving two cold-case 
homicides, DNA profiling 
rapidly adopted by US and 

Europe

History of  DNA



US National Academy of  
Sciences:

DNA is the most reliable 
forensic technique

DNA profiling matches 
unique genetic codes found 

in human cells

DNA profiling mechanics



Judge Harry T. Edwards:

DNA is real science at work.
It consistently produces results 

that you can rely on.



Reliability of  Forensic Evidence 
Per United States National Academy of  

Sciences

DNA, toxicology, drug analysis

Fingerprinting, handwriting analysis, ballistics, hair and fiber analysis 

Shoe print or tire track analysis, blood spatter, bite mark analysis



DNA Profiling’s International Impact 

• 120 countries use 
DNA profiling

• 54 national DNA 
databases

• 26 DNA databases on 
the way

• 70 countries have 
DNA forensic labs

• 552 exonerations
(USA)





“Science is only as reliable as the manner 
in which we use it.”

• Bias of  analysts and 
departmental pressures.

• Contamination of  DNA at 
the scene or lab.

• Contaminated test-kits from 
the factory.

• Time-intensive and 
expensive analysis.

• Ethical concerns.



Future directions?

• Increased use of  information from commercial DNA 
databases 

• Use of  genetic genealogy/kinship inference to identify 
perpetrators

• Use of  DNA to predict phenotype of  offender 



Lagos State DNA & Forensic Center

Good forensic work is not possible without a good lab.



An Innovative Practical Solution

• Police officers preserve the scene

• Lab techs collect and process evidence from the scene

• Lab techs ensure evidence is stored properly



State v. Bankole

After working until 9:00 p.m., Ms. Ali 
began walking to her car.  She was 
approached by a masked man with a gun 
who ordered her to walk behind a 
building where he raped and robbed her.

At 9:45 p.m. she called her mother who 
picked her up and took her to the 
hospital.

They called the police.



Acting on a tip, police questioned Mr. 
Bankole, a young man who knew the 
victim.  He said he had done nothing 
wrong and gave permission for police to 
look in his house and car.  In his car, police 
found an unloaded semi-automatic gun.  

As the police or prosecution, you want to 
use the gun as evidence.  

State v. Bankole 



Challenge #1: evidence has to be reliable

• Why should the judge trust the evidence?

• How do you know the evidence hasn’t been 
tampered with?

• Who gathered and identified the evidence?

• Where did the evidence come from?



Traditional Chain of  Custody



Cutting-edge Chain 
of  Custody



If  you can’t prove the evidence is reliable . . 



Bankole’s Saliva Sample

After finding the gun, police arrested Mr. 
Bankole and took a saliva swab. The Lagos 
DNA lab determined that the DNA from 
Mr. Bankole’s saliva matches the DNA 
from the attacker whose semen was 
collected from Ms. Ali.

You want the judge to hear the DNA 
evidence.



Challenge #1: The evidence has to be 
reliable

• Why should the judge trust the evidence?

• How do you know the evidence hasn’t been 
tampered with?

• Who gathered and identified the evidence?

• Where did the evidence come from?



Bad Police Work + Bad Lab Work =



Not just good police work – you need good 
labs!

Common errors in labs:
1. Cross contamination
2. Labelling errors

3. Losses of  evidence





Or Worse—False Convictions 



Bankole’s Saliva Sample

After finding the gun, police arrested Mr. 
Bankole and took a saliva swab. The Lagos 
DNA lab determined that the DNA from 
Mr. Bankole’s saliva matches the DNA 
from the attacker whose semen was 
collected from Ms. Ali.

You want the judge to hear the DNA 
evidence.



Bankole’s Saliva Sample

After finding the gun, police arrested Mr. 
Bankole and took a saliva swab. The Lagos 
DNA lab determined that the DNA from 
Mr. Bankole’s saliva did not match the 
DNA from the attacker whose semen was 
collected from Ms. Ali.

Now what?



Challenge #2: If  judge trusts the evidence, 
what should judge do with it?

• Why is the evidence relevant to a fact at issue?

• What new information does the evidence prove?

• How much weight should a judge give the 
evidence?

• How does this evidence relate to other evidence?



An effective and fair criminal justice 
system requires well-trained lawyers.



An effective and fair criminal 
justice system requires well-

trained experts.


